
On November 14, 2019, the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) applied to the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for approval of amendments to Rate Schedules (RS) 
1205, 1206 and 1207 General Service – Dual Fuel (Closed) (General Service E-Plus) (Application).  

IN this submission they have cited a number of issues and arguments, to make the case for 

removing the E-plus Program.  However none of these have been substantiated or indeed 

alternative solutions presented. 

summary 

1. The E-Plus plan was introduced by BC Hydro as an incentive for consumers to use electricity

for heat at none peak times, and this only as a back up plan for peak use, giving BC Hydro

the ability to “brown out” E-Plus recipients as needed.  Following this introduction, many

buildings were modified and considerable electrical work completed to fulfil the

requirements of this program.

2. November 14th, 2019 BC Hydro announced that they would no longer be honouring this

program as of March 31, 2023.

3. The reasons given for the scrapping of the program are that the program “could not be

justified”  (no further explanation) and that this cannot be justified as other customers do

not have the same E-plus rate.

Comment 

1. BC Hydro have maintained that they will be finding a shortfall in electricity based on its

current increase in demand, and on the advent of electric vehicles.  The Current program

maintains the primary source of heat to an alternative source (wood, gas or other

alternatives such as solar tubes etc).  By removing this program, BC Hydro is forcing most

consumers back to the grid since the back up alternative will no longer be an incentive.

2. BC Hydro is currently crushing the Net Metering Program, which is an attempt to reduce the

demand of electricity and which BC Hydro is determined to prevent.  This program is set up

to encourage building owners to build alternative power generators (solar, wind, water etc)

and supply any excess back to BC Hydro.   The Alternatives to this program are both costly

and actually BC Hydro is not promoting, but restricting and extinguishing.

3. There are many towns in BC that still experience “brown outs” and these towns especially

would benefit from an expansion of this program;  incentive to not use the power at such

times.
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BC Hydro introducted this program as an ncentive to reduce the demand on peak times.  This Program 
apparently is now being scrapped with no alternative.  The closest alternative would be to invest in Solar 
generated power however BC Hydro is now seeking to amend and reduce this Net Metering ptrogram and 
potentially eliminating the benefits of such alternatives
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Conclusion 

BC Hydro is simply cancelling a program without any regard for the loss of infrastructure costs or 
loss of alternative power supply costs.  BC Hydro does not offer any incentive or other energy 
saving program to replace this one.  If sustainable alternatives were indeed being promoted by BC 
Hydro, which would help offset the loss of use of the present E-Plus infrastructure, and the 
construction of new infrastructure (eg solar power), then indeed it would be an easy shift from the 
E-Plus program to an alternative program (such as the net metering program).  It appears not, 
however, that there are any alternative programs to move to which would provide alternative 

power supplies and costs savings. 

BC Hydro need to offer incentives to become more green, more alternative energy and more 

sustainable.  The way to do this is not to start sanctioning existing programs, but to introduce new 

incentive programs such that existing E-Plus customers want to transition to, and not be legislated 

to. 




